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Disclaimer

Important Notice
Please read the following sections carefully.
This white paper (“White Paper”) has been issued by ESW-PROTOCOL, LDA
(“Project”). No part of this White Paper is to be reproduced, distributed,
disseminated or otherwise transmitted.

General Disclaimer
This White Paper is a work in progress and will be updated with more details from
time to time. More details about the Project and ESCROW Token (“Token”) usage
may be added from time to time in a series of updates which will be noted on the
Project's official website at https://www.escrowprotocol.app/ (“Website”). Please be
cautious of other phishing sites and similar sites. If you are in doubt as to the action
you should take, please consult your financial, legal, tax, technical or other
professional advisors.

Legal Disclaimer
This White Paper and the information contained herein, should be regarded as an
informative document describing the technical and business aspects of the Project.
This White Paper is not binding and the Project shall not be responsible for any loss
arising from the use, reference, or basing of information from this White Paper.
This White Paper is prepared based on the current views and plans of the Project .
Certain statements, estimates and financial information contained in this White
Paper can be regarded as forward-looking statements. Such forward-looking
statements or information involve known and unknown risks and uncertainties,
which may cause actual events or results to differ materially from the estimates or
the results implied or expressed in such forward-looking statements. Project
reserves the sole and absolute discretion to revise this White Paper from time to
time by posting the updated White Paper on the Website. Such updated White
Paper will become effective immediately from the time of posting. The sole purpose
of this White Paper is to provide the recipient with preliminary information to the
Project project.
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All statements of opinion and all projections, forecasts, or statements relating to
expectations regarding future events or the possible future performance represent
the Project's own assessment and interpretation of information available to it
currently.
None of the information in this White Paper has been filed with, reviewed by, or
approved by any regulatory authority. This Whitepaper does not constitute a
prospectus or offer document of any sort. This White Paper is also not intended to
constitute an offer of, or a solicitation for investment in, capital markets products,
securities or any other financial or investment instrument in any jurisdiction. This
White Paper does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation of an offer to
purchase the tokens in any jurisdiction in which such an offer or solicitation is not
authorized or to any person to whom it is unlawful to make such an offer or
solicitation.

Language Disclaimer
This White Paper was conceived, designed and written in the English language.
The Project's team is currently working with multiple entities to translate this White
Papers to other languages. In the event of any conflict or inconsistency, the English
version of this White Paper shall take precedence over the translated version.
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Abstract

Escrow Protocol is a decentralized trust fund that combines traditional

crowdfunding with Blockchain technology and easy-to-engage smart contracts.

Start-up projects seeking funding can lay out roadmap milestones and timelines

according to their actual capacity and contingent upon realistic performance targets,

establishing measurable criteria for delivering payments upon only fulfillable

promises. Escrow Protocol’s incremental funding system allows for ICO funding to

be managed post-raise with milestone-based micropayments and unprecedented

investor oversight.

The total global ICO market cap has hovered between $1.5 trillion and $2.5 trillion

(USD) for the better part of 2021 thus far with over 11,000 cryptocurrencies listed.

That said, ICO’s have gained an unfair reputation as a shady fundraising tactic that

allows anyone to prey on investors and evade all accountability.

Escrow Protocol responds with a blockchain-based platform where investors can

fund start-ups with extended control of their financial contributions. Funding is

released based on the projects’ successful completion of Milestones.

ESCROW is the token symbol for Escrow Protocol’s proprietary cryptocurrency, a

governance token that grants voting rights and investors oversight over ICOs and

funded projects. Users who have staked ESCROW in the governance pool are able

to access listed projects’ presale rounds.

Escrow Protocol is a market-agnostic platform with no bias or affinity towards any

specific industry or focus area. Escrow Protocol is a global investment platform

promoting a safe standard; a brand of trust.
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In this White Paper, we will explore the current state of the ICO and crowdfunding

market, review some of the primary problems plaguing the market, and delve into

the flagship features of our proposed solution: The Escrow Protocol Platform. We

will describe the structure and dynamics of the Escrow Protocol community and

their roles within it, before finally summarizing just a few of our plans in place for

future expansion of the platform.
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Our Mission

To provide an all-inclusive investment platform:

For robust delivery access, transparency and security to investors;

funding, support and accountability to entrepreneurs;

and ultimately bring trust to the global investment market.

Escrow Protocol introduces milestone-based funding secured by the blockchain,

striving to be the go-to standard in safe crypto investments, boosting the prospects

for outstanding startup projects, and skyrocketing returns for serious investors.

Escrow Protocol combines the best of blockchain and DeFi technology to offer an

all-inclusive investment hub; a user-friendly platform where investors can support

their favorite startup projects with oversight, security and peace of mind.
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Market Review

An ICO (initial coin offering) is the primary way for a new cryptocurrency to raise

capital for development of its new coin and its associated applications and services.

In return for their investments, those who buy into an ICO receive a concrete

number of coins in the hopes that the value of each coin will grow over time as the

project prospers. Like the ICO’s equivalent in the traditional stock market, the IPO

(initial public offering), investors buy into the offering with the expectation that the

company or project will be successful and result in a return on investment.

The total global ICO market valuation is nearly impossible to project definitively,

since its fluctuation is volatile and constantly in a fluid state. The ICO is also similar

to the stock market in that way, meaning that market growth projections are based

purely on guesswork, whether they be speculation or expert analysis.

The global crowdfunding market, on the other hand, is more stable and conducive

to fairly reliable projections.

ICO Market Capitalization.

The global ICO market can be reasonably valuated in terms of the cryptocurrency

market capitalization (“market cap”). The total global ICO market cap has hovered

between $1.5 trillion and $2.5 trillion (USD) for the better part of 2021 thus far

with over 11,000 cryptocurrencies listed, according to CoinMarketCap.1

CoinMarketCap is a website that monitors the current value and status of various

cryptocurrencies in real time, providing charts, analysis and historical data. At the

1 CoinMarketCap, https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
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time of this writing, the cryptocurrency market is in the midst of its second major

surge since 2018 when the market peaked at over $800 billion (USD) before

leveling out and remaining under $500 billion until late 2020.

It is of course entirely and as always unpredictable where the market cap will go

from this point; however, confidence in the market remains at over double that of

what it was during its two lowest slumps in early 2021 and mid-2020.2 The

recency of the crypto market, coupled with stilted and inconsistent government

regulatory response, chiefly account for the market’s rapid and sometimes extreme

fluctuations between “bear” and “bull” outlooks.3

Sathvik Vishwanath, Unocon Co-founder and CEO, has an interesting take on the

reasons behind this. “Whenever there is a new concept or trend or a use-case being

identified using blockchain technology, then it starts to get traction over a period of

6-12 months, and then there is a boom when we see a lot of projects in that

category coming into the industry. Given the easier way to raise money is through

initial coin offering and things move very fast when it comes to fundraising to

building to delivering, we see thousands of such projects at once and all of these

tokens getting into the market.”4

Since Mastercoin launched the first-ever ICO in 2013, the new yearly ICOs slowly

ramped up before skyrocketing in late 2017, despite occasional downtrends due to

temporary dips in confidence and increasing government scrutiny. In 2015 there

were only three ICOs. By the end of 2017, there were 902, an obviously

4 New cryptocurrency listings swell in H1 2021 as crypto tracking platforms add over 2,000 coins,
https://www.financialexpress.com/market/new-cryptocurrency-listings-swell-in-h1-2021-as-crypto-
tracking-platforms-add-over-2000-coins/2308187/

3 Digital Assets - Emerging Trends Around ICOs and STOs,
https://www.bnymellon.com/us/en/insights/all-insights/digital-assets-emerging-trends-around-icos-
and-stos.html

2 Crypto Fear & Greed Index, https://alternative.me/crypto/fear-and-greed-index/
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exponential increase. The ICO market‘s first bull run began in 2017, hitting a

then-record market cap of $828 billion in January 2018. In March 2018, the market

reached its first significant record high with over 520 new ICOs. By the end of 2018,

a total of over 2,000 new cryptocurrencies had been listed.

Following this market peak, new monthly ICOs plunged rapidly to only 117 new

coins in December 2018. The market then “corrected,” and fluctuated as previously

mentioned below $500 billion throughout 2019 and most of 2020. During this

two-year period, an average of 1,538 new ICOs were launched every six months.

2021 so far has seen an even more dramatic boom in ICO market capitalization than

the 2018 spike, reaching a new height more than triple that of the 2018 peak.5 On

May 12, 2021, the total ICO market cap peaked at $2,537,524,855,868 (over $2.5

trillion USD) During just the first six months of 2021, CoinMarketCap listed 2,655

new ICOs, swiftly beating 2018’s 12-month record of 2,000 in half the time.

Following this unprecedented boom, the ICO market cap “plummeted” in relative

terms to $1.1 trillion (USD), still dwarfing the market’s 2018 summit. At the time of

writing, the ICO market cap stands at over $2.1 trillion (USD) and 11,776

cryptocurrencies are listed on CoinMarketCap, with many experts predicting that

the upward effects of the 2021 cryptocurrency market surge are here to stay.6

6 Cryptocurrencies Are Coming Back From the Brink. Here's Why,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-08-23/bitcoin-price-surge-reasons-why-ethereum-
cryptocurrencies-are-rising

5 Crypto Coin Listings Exploded in 2021,
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/crypto-coin-listings-exploded-2021-172646822.html
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Crowdfunding Market

Like any type of investment, crowdfunding is essentially a monetary vote of

confidence. The investor places trust in the project in the form of cash. If the

crowdfunding project reaches its funding goal, the funds are released to the project

creator regardless of whether the creator is able (or willing) to follow through on

the promises of the crowdfunding campaign. In this respect there are two distinct

ways of measuring the success of a crowdfunding project or campaign:

1) Whether or not the project is successful in meeting or exceeding its

monetary fundraising goal.

2) In the case of successfully crowdfunded projects, whether or not the project

creator successfully delivers the project’s promised results to its backers.

Statista places the global crowdfunding market valuation at over $12 billion (USD)

and at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 11%, projects that the market

will double to over $25 billion (USD) by 2027.7

7 Market size of crowdfunding worldwide in 2020 with a forecast for 2027,
https://www.statista.com/statistics/1078273/global-crowdfunding-market-size/
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Current Industry Problems

Escrow Protocol is committed to drastically reducing the ICO failure rate by holding

high standards to approved projects, and providing unprecedented transparency,

control and security to investors.

The ICO market was established to allow viable, credible utility coins the

opportunity to gain initial funding and traction to bring to life projects that provide

tangible benefits and value to their customers and investors. The initial ICO booms

lifted a host of credible ICOs to the well-earned prominence, most notably

Ethereum (ETH)’s 2014 ICO which raised $18 million (USD) within just 42 days and

continues to bring tremendous and ever-increasing value to both its initial and

subsequent investors.8 It is unfortunate that a few bad actors have poisoned the

well to create fear, doubt and uncertainty in the market with ICOs that target

speculators in search of a quick buck rather than potential users seeking palpable

benefit. Such dubious ICOs enrich the initial founders and leave subsequent

investors holding bags of worthless tokens, bereft of their investments, by hawking

“utility coins” with no actual utility.

ICO Scams and “Rug Pulls”

ICO’s have gained an unfair reputation among some as a shady fundraising tactic

that allows anyone to prey on investors and evade all accountability, flying below

the radar of government regulations. This is in large part due to the increasing ease

8 Sale of the Century: The Inside Story of Ethereum's 2014 Premine,
https://www.coindesk.com/markets/2020/07/11/sale-of-the-century-the-inside-story-of-ethereums-
2014-premine/
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with which it is possible for anyone to create a new token and launch an ICO,

coupled with investors’ insufficient control over investment in the project and lack of

transparency on the part of the project or company running the ICO. It is estimated

that 90% of IPOs fail. 80% were scams in the first place, and half of the legitimate

IPOs failed due to other factors such as overambition, market changes,

incompetence, or a combination of the above.9 One study reported that ICO scams

grew by 40% in 2020 to a total of 400,000 cases, and projected a further increase

of 75% by the end of 2021.10

The perception of ICOs as exit scams has risen since the leveling of the ICO market

cap after the boom and “correction” of 2018. An exit scam is a “fraudulent operation

organized by unethical cryptocurrency promoters who collected funds for an ICO

and suddenly disappear without leaving any information to investors.”11 In contrast

to IPOs, ICOs are subject to regulatory uncertainty that wavers between insufficient

protection for buyers and government overreach that potentially threatens the very

philosophy and fundamental premise of the blockchain as a decentralized

network.12

A typical exit scam takes advantage of investors’ lack of technical expertise,

insufficient understanding of the project’s business model, and/or limited familiarity

12 The Regulation Paradox of Initial Coin Offerings: A Case Study Approach,
https://www.frontiersin.org/articles/10.3389/fbloc.2019.00002/full

11 A Comprehensive Guide on ICO Scams and How to Identify Them,
https://www.blockchain-council.org/blockchain/a-comprehensive-guide-on-ico-scams-and-how-to-i
dentify-them/

10 Bolster Research Shows Cryptocurrency Scams Nearly Doubled in 2020 and Forecasts More This
Year,
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210325005317/en/Bolster-Research-Shows-Cryptoc
urrency-Scams-Nearly-Doubled-in-2020-and-Forecasts-More-This-Year%C2%A0

9 Why 90% of Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) & Security Token Offerings (STOs) fail (and much of the
rest may follow),
https://enterpriseriskmag.com/why-90-of-initial-coin-offerings-icos-security-token-offerings-stos-fai
l-and-much-of-the-rest-may-follow/
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with its particular focus area.13 Such exit scams usually end with the founders

vanishing without achieving any deliverables or answering to any accountability. At

the height of the ICO boom, it was possible to raise significant funds based only on

a website and pitch deck promising a disruptive new crypto-technology project

destined to transform the landscape of the blockchain and bring it into the

mainstream. The ease with which it is increasinging possible for almost anyone to

quickly generate cryptocurrency tokens with no inherent value or legal guarantee

compounds the problem.14

Co-founder and CTO of Bolster, Shashi Prakash, articulated the problem’s trajectory

well. “Among all the different types of scams, crypto scams are the fastest growing

category, and we are just at the beginning of this new wave of digital theft

campaigns,” he said. “We continue to see scammers being opportunistic and

designing campaigns focused on real time, surging trends when people are likely

not to be on guard because it’s so new.”15

Block.one is a prime example of a multi-billion dollar “rug pull” ICO exit scam which

took place during the first ICO boom in 2017 and 2018.16 Over the course of almost

a year, this obscure software company raised over $4 billion (USD) selling EOS, its

newly minted token, to unsuspecting buyers. Block.one failed to deliver on any of its

promises to investors, and many knowledgeable insiders reported that the company

failed to make even scant progress towards delivering on its promises. It wasn’t

long before Block.one found itself entangled in scandal and legal woes, in what

16 Biggest Crypto Coin Sale Fueled by ‘Pump’ Scheme, Research Says,
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2021-09-02/billionaire-backed-exchange-funded-by-alle
ged-scheme-to-pump-price

15 Bolster Research shows Cryptocurrency Scams Nearly Double in 2020,
https://www.businesswire.com/news/home/20210325005317/en/Bolster-Research-Shows-Cryptoc
urrency-Scams-Nearly-Doubled-in-2020-and-Forecasts-More-This-Year%C2%A0

14 What Does ICO Mean?, https://www.stilt.com/blog/2021/08/what-does-ico-mean/

13 Ibid, 9.
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turned out to be the biggest “pump and dump” scheme in ICO history to date. The

United States Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) slapped Block.one with a

$24 million (USD) fine. The SEC reported that Block.one was guilty of a “fraudulent

scheme,” and that the company had deliberately made “false and misleading

statements about EOS, which artificially inflated the prices for the EOS securities

and damaged unsuspecting investors.”

Crowdfunding Challenges

As previously mentioned, not all crowdfunding campaigns succeed. This is by

design. A majority of crowdfunding projects fail to reach their goals, which is

inevitable in a system designed to evaluate and validate the merit of any given

project. Less than 40% of crowdfunding projects succeed, whereas more than 60%

fail.17 Of those which fail, many are scams or otherwise ill conceived projects which

failed to deliver. However, out of the 40% which succeed, it is difficult to assess

how many experience a second failure wherein the funding goal is reached

successfully, money changes hands, and nevertheless the crowdfunder fails to

deliver on the promise to the backers. In such cases, whether the result of fraud or

overambition, the net result for cash backers is the same—their money is lost,

with no recourse.

Triton is a notorious example of a successfully crowdfunded IndieGoGo campaign

gone wrong, raising nearly $900,000 (USD) yet failing to deliver.18 In 2016, Triton

18 Case Of The Humpdays: Don’t Hold Your Breath, The Triton Artificial Gill Ain’t Real Yet,
https://watercraftjournal.com/case-of-the-humpdays-dont-hold-your-breath-the-triton-artificial-gill-
aint-real-yet/

17 Percentage of successfully funded Kickstarter projects as of July 2021,
https://www.statista.com/statistics/235405/kickstarter-project-funding-success-rate/
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claimed to have developed an oxygen mask with the ability to filter air from water

while swimming, dubbed “Artificial Gills.” The product consisted of a

battery-powered mouthpiece respiratory system that supposedly gave swimmers

“fish-like breathing abilities” at any depth underwater for up to 45 minutes between

charges. Triton quickly faced criticism from experts who noted that the product’s

functionality was scientifically impossible as described in the campaign’s

promotional materials. Triton eventually admitted that they had misled the public,

and were forced to refund nearly $900,000 to IndieGoGo before “rebooting” the

project with far different features and much greater expense. The Triton reboot

failed to reach its funding goal.19

In the rare case of Triton, the misled backers were lucky; they got their money back.

However, in the majority of successful campaigns which reach their crowdfunding

goals yet fail to deliver, the backers are left without refunds or recourse.20

For instance, the Dragonfly Futurefön raised over $700,000 (USD) starting back in

2014, pre-selling its unrealized smartphone product starting at $799 each. The

Dragonfly Futurefön was purported to be a durable, foldable smartphone, tablet

and notebook hybrid, supporting both Windows and Android. Dragonfly Futurefön’s

IndieGoGo campaign page remains accessible to this day,21 with 90 updates from

the creator, stringing the backers along with excuses and promises, yet failing to

deliver the smartphone to its customers even after nearly six years. There are nearly

9,000 backer comments, most of them filled with complaints, criticisms and

questions about the project's lack of progress. The Dragonfly Futurefön is widely

21 The Dragonfly Futurefön, https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/the-dragonfly-futurefon--3#/

20 Crowdfunding scams exploit people's generous desires to help each other,
https://www.southbendtribune.com/story/business/2021/07/16/crowdfunding-scams-prey-generous
-people-who-want-help-others/7954951002/

19 Refunded! Artificial ‘Gills’ Scam Comes Clean,
https://gearjunkie.com/news/refunded-triton-artificial-gills-campaign-update
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considered to be an elaborate fraud, never to be manufactured let alone delivered

to the backers.22

It doesn’t just stop with individual crowdfunding campaigns. Entire crowdfunding

platforms have collapsed when they failed to deliver the collected funds to the

creators themselves, even when they were fully prepared to deliver to their backers

on their promises. Infamous examples include PledgeMusic, Funded Justice, and

Krowdpop.

There is the case of PledgeMusic, a British company that served as a hybrid

crowdfunding and retail portal for musicians at all stages of their careers. In 2019,

after months of slow and incomplete payouts to creators,23 PledgeMusic ultimately

failed to remit hundreds of thousands of dollars to creators who had successfully

and legitimately met their fundraising goals and was forced into bankruptcy.24 Their

official website now reads simply: “  A winding up order was made against

Pledgemusic.com Limited in the High Court of Justice on 31 July 2019… As a result

of the making of the order, the Official Receiver becomes liquidator of the

company.”25

Funded Justice26 was a website for crowdfunding legal fees, a shady area of

fundraising that is prohibited on most all other crowdfunding services. Funded

26 Funded Justice, http://www.fundedjustice.com/

25 PledgeMusic, https://www.pledgemusic.com/

24 The Rise and Fall of PledgeMusic  — How the Future of Music Crowdfunding Turned Into a
Nightmare, https://www.digitalmusicnews.com/2019/10/25/rise-and-fall-of-pledgemusic/

23 PledgeMusic Admits Late Payments but Promises, ‘We’re Working Through It’,
https://variety.com/2018/biz/news/pledgemusic-admits-late-payments-but-promises-were-working-
through-it-1202832650/

22 The crowdfunded phone of the future was a multimillion-dollar scam,
https://www.theverge.com/2019/8/13/20758599/idealfuture-dragonfly-futurefon-indiegogo-crowdf
unding-phone-scam-fraud-case
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Justice “elected to discontinue providing their services as of May 1, 2019.”27

Krowdpop was a crowdfunding platform for concert tours which shut down in

disgrace in 2016, after failing to account for all funds successfully raised for a

concert in Vietnam.28

28 EXID Vietnam Concert Stops After Organizer Lost All The Money,
https://www.koreaboo.com/news/exid-vietnam-concert-stops-after-organizer-lost-all-the-money/

27 Funded Justice powered by FundRazr,
https://fundrazr.com/pages/funded-justice-legal-crowdfunding
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Escrow Protocol Token

Escrow Protocol is a decentralized trust fund that combines traditional

crowdfunding with Blockchain technology and easy-to-engage smart contracts.

Start-up projects seeking funding can lay out roadmap milestones and timelines

according to their actual capacity and contingent upon realistic performance targets,

establishing measurable criteria for delivering upon only fulfillable promises.

Escrow Protocol is a MultiChain platform, interoperable with all major

cryptocurrencies, whether they be utility coins or stable coins.

Escrow Protocol is a market-agnostic platform with no bias or affinity towards any

specific industry or focus area. Escrow Protocol is a global investment platform

promoting a safe standard; a brand of trust.

ESCROW is the token symbol for Escrow Protocol’s proprietary cryptocurrency, a

governance token that grants voting rights and investors oversight over ICOs and

funded projects. Escrow Protocol accomplishes fully the blockchain’s promise of

truly trustless transactions. Escrow Protocol is a Web3 Oracle platform where

investors can fund start-ups with extended control of their financial contributions.

Funding is released based on the projects’ successful completion of Milestones.

Escrow Protocol secures investors’ funds through the time-honoured practice of

putting funds into escrow, and only releasing payouts on a milestone basis on the

completion of pre-defined project developments. While funds are held in Escrow,

waiting for payout, we allocate investment funds to stablecoin Yield-Farming

Protocols.
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(Figure 1: Escrow Protocol Governance)

In the cases of both ICO investment and crowdfunding pledges, investors or backers

entrust sums of money, often considerable amounts, in a given token or project

without recourse should the project go on to fail. On Escrow Protocol’s

blockchain-based project funding platform, the payout of funds to the project

creator is wholly and solely in the hands of the investors who collectively can hold

democratic votes on how funds are to be managed.

Through Blockchain interfaces guaranteeing transparency, ESCROW leverages

financial security in managing DeFi funds, through providing Smart Contracts with

self-enforcing agreements for the investment process on multiple levels of

governance. In addition, Escrow held funds are allocated to Yield-Farming

protocols, maximizing value appreciation through interest gains while waiting for

pay-out on future funding targets.

Start-up projects that reach their funding goals do not receive 100% of their

funding immediately, rather they receive an initial amount designated for use in
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reaching their first milestone. Subsequent payments are milestone-based as the

project proves itself until the project is completed, at which point they will receive

the final payment.

Instead, Escrow’s protocol allocates the escrow-held investment funds for stable

coin yield-farming protocols to generate a constant appreciation of funds as they

await their maturity date.  This investment model allows investors to gain exposure

in start-up projects while receiving interest payments on allocated funds.

The Escrow Protocol Platform features a launchpad, an aggregator which facilitates

discovery of early-stage ICO projects where investors can get in on the ground floor,

allowing them to identify promising new crypto projects and be a part of their initial

funding rounds—without risk, with the investment secured by escrow and released

only on a milestone-based set of deliverables. Apart from a vetting process that

ensures that only the highest quality projects make their way onto the launchpad in

the first place, the escrow system gives investors the peace of mind that they will

only part ways with their funds once each milestone is reached. The launchpad

serves as an added security barrier, since scam projects by default have no chance

of trying to get in using this approach.

ESCROW Governance Token

ESCROW token holders may stake their tokens within a governance pool and vote

on certain key decisions, including whether to accept a given project onto the

launchpad in the first place. This will work with a voting system where they will

reject or accept the project that has submitted their request. Each token holder
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holds voting power weighted according to the amount of ESCROW they have

staked.

Escrow Protocol employs Decentralized Digital Identities (DID) for its on-chain

reputation rating system. After users enter the ESCROW system and undergo

“know your customer” (KYC) identity verification, they can be assigned ratings

based on their interactions with others, which will go up or down based on

feedback from other users with whom they do business.

This ratings system crucially drills down the crucial moving parts within the

platform, most importantly projects, teams, and overall ecosystem.

Early Access

(Figure 2: Launch pad participation)

Only those users who have staked ESCROW in the governance pool are able to

access listed projects’ presale rounds. Depending on the time period staked, users

will gain access to successive rounds. For example, when a user has staked

ESCROW within the first two months, he gains access to the seed round benefits. If

he stakes between 1-2 months, he gains access to the private round.
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Escrow Protocol Platform Features

Counter parties entering into agreements on the Escrow Protocol have the option of

offering and requiring escrow, in order to insure and provide guarantees for

payments. Escrow funds on the platform will be contained within smart contracts,

establishing the immutability of terms and eliminating any potential risk of manual

interference. This escrow can be funded by parties taking part in the agreement

within the ESCROW ecosystem. Escrow funding requirements are based on the

reputation score of the fundraising party involved in the agreement. Parties can

either accept payment and interest terms as initially proposed, or move into a

negotiation phase.
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(Figure 3: Escrow Protocol Tech Stack)

Smart Contract Escrow Features

In conventional agreements, drafting, executing and enforcing legal contracts

requires expensive and complicated procedures, caused by unnecessarily complex

language and clauses. This method relies on expensive middlemen, primarily

lawyers, and in the case of having to take legal action, results in a drawn-out

process attempting to recover funds without even the guarantee of success.

ESCROW simplifies this process through the use of smart contracts. Smart

contracts are self-executing blockchain-secured protocols, based on simplified

contract templates designed to focus on the specific deliverables associated with

business agreements. Escrow Protocol removes all the unnecessary verbiage that

confuses people and leaves them with no choice but to pay exorbitant legal fees,

relying on middleman systems and often long delays before an action can even

proceed. Escrow gives this control to the investors directly and binds the parties to

the self-governing laws of smart contracts. These smart contract-based

agreements are accessible via the Escrow platform and are available for the most

common project and regional legal scenarios. Smart contracts make it considerably

less expensive for parties to create and enforce agreements, as they eliminate the

third-party legal services that are required in the existing system and they are

self-enforcing, and self-executing.

The Escrow Protocol holds all payments in escrow using a stable coin. While funds

are held in Escrow, waiting for payout, the platform allocates investment funds to

stablecoin Yield-Farming Protocols. Funds are released exclusively based on

Milestone achievements and the confirmation which the investors vote upon and
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thereby confirm. Investors are entitled to vote on cancellation of projects based on

non-delivery of milestones, thereby canceling a project and reverting the funds back

to the investors.

(Figure 4: Escrow Protocol Smart Contract Features)

I would like to explain that through the web platform we enable people to map out

their value proposition on a web interface starting with a template with a smart

contract.
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On Escrow Protocol’s smart contract creation tool, users can easily map out their

value proposition starting with the template of their choice and resulting in a smart

contract perfectly suited to the particulars of the arrangement. This user-friendly

web interface requires no special skills, users can simply drag and drop and fill in

the blanks, and generate the smart contract once it is fully customized. Anyone can

access the benefits of smart contracts; no developer experience or crypto

knowledge is required.

Yield-Farming Protocols

Yield-farming protocols allow investors to stake ESCROW into a liquidity pool

secured by smart contracts, with the goal of passively earning high-yield interest as

the ESCROW token appreciates. Returns are calculated based on annual

percentage yield (APY), which is the rate of return accrued over the course of a year

on a given investment. Funds held in escrow for projects that go beyond one year

may see potential gains up to 25% in value or more, just by having been allocated

to Yield-Farming protocols while being held in escrow waiting for payout. Of the

APY gains for each project, 80% of funds are remitted to the investor, 10% of funds

are paid out to the project and 10% are paid out to Escrow Protocol as platform

fees.

As Escrow Protocol grows, the platform seeks to offer internal liquidity pools and

risk-assessed Yield programs ranging from “zero risk” to “low risk” to “high risk,”

with adjusted APYs to help foster project growth and rewards for investors on the

platform.
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NFT Technology Integration

A non-fungible token is a data file of any kind, tied to a digital hash on the

blockchain, proving the true and correct owner of the original property. Once

ownership is written to the blockchain’s immutable digital ledger, it is impossible to

alter its content. It is also impossible to transfer ownership of the NFT,  unless the

owner triggers its transfer to a successive owner. Successive ownership of the NFT

is also recorded immutably to the blockchain’s digital ledger.In technology terms,

each NFT is recognized on the blockchain as a unique token; however, the token is

not fungible in that it cannot be replaced or partially exchanged. It is in essence a

single token tied to the data which can only be owned by a single individual, with a

decisive record of ownership written immutably to the blockchain and easily

verified. One of the downsides of smart contracts is that they are universal, however

investments are not and should not be treated as such. Investment contracts are

unique in order to satisfy all parties. Thus, the utility of the NFT in securing data,

transactions and identity on the Escrow Protocol platform.

All contractual information regarding each project is connected to an NFT for

verification of the contract’s data, its ownership, and its uniqueness.  Upon user

registration, each user is mints a NFT to verify their identity as part of the “know

your customer” (KYC) process. Each project on the Escrow Protocol platform mints a

new set of NFTs which act as user ID-Access Cards, authorizing users to access

project-exclusive features such as tiered investor chatrooms, private communities,

and contractual data such as vesting periods.

Escrow Protocol mints NFTs in order to store agreement data between investors

and project creators such as vesting terms, purchasing price, milestone

achievements and more. Upon achievement of each project milestone, the platform
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mints another NFT which secures all the confirmed project information. When the

final milestone is achieved, the platform mints a final NFT that confirms the project’s

completion and delivery of all funds, as well as all payouts and rewards for

investors.

By utilizing NFTs as access tokens and as a means of storing contractual

agreements and other data about funded projects, we foster consistent usage of the

Escrow Protocol network, reducing the total supply of ESCROW with each use,

resulting in further appreciation and increased value of the ESCROW Token.

MultiChain Interoperability

The Escrow Protocol is a MultiChain compatible platform which allows investors to

safely invest using the cryptocurrency of their choice. Investors in Escrow Protocol

have the option to invest via multiple major cryptocurrencies, such as bitcoin (BTC)

and Ethereum (ETH), stable coins like USDT,  and any future Escrow partner token.

The Escrow Protocol interacts with these cryptocurrencies and their mainnet,

allowing for funds to be locked and safely stored in smart contracts.
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Process

To enter the Escrow Protocol system, users undergo a short and easy registration

process to create a free personal account upon first entering the browser-based

web portal. Users can populate their profiles with the personal information they

wish to share, and customize their preferences. The user’s relevant legislative and

jurisdictional region is automatically selected based on the user’s location, and can

be adjusted at the user’s discretion at any time.

(Figure 5 Escrow Protocol Ecosystem)
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For Investors

As soon as they register an account on the Escrow Protocol website, investors gain

instant access to categorized funding opportunities in projects such as start-ups,

events, donations, disaster relief funding, and much more. To establish the integrity

and quality of Escrow Protocol’s founding community, the majority of initial

investors are hand-picked and personally invited to participate on the platform.

Most new investors signing up for the platform are invited personally to join funding

of a specific project, which leads in turn to exploring other funding opportunities on

the Escrow Protocol platform. The purpose of personal invitations is to work closely

with select investors to ensure the success of their investments, while perfecting

our features and creating a highly reputable self-service platform for widespread

distribution in subsequent releases.

When an investor lands on the project's dedicated landing page, the investor is able

to clearly access key information such as target funding amount, funding raised,

project description, funding options, funding dates and associated milestones.

Investors have full and transparent access to detailed funding allocations and

projected usage and conditions. Each project also includes funding levels—optional

pledge packages set by the project creator at varying price points, each with a

unique reward or set of rewards.

When the investor chooses to back a project, their funds are sent to the Escrow

Protocol where they are held safely until required for their payout. While held in

Escrow, the funds are allocated to Yield-Farming protocols. While invested funds

are waiting to be released for the project’s next funding milestones, the Escrow

Protocol automatically stakes the funds to Stablecoin Yield-Farming Protocols until

required for funding the payout of an upcoming Milestone completion. Investors
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may see their investment funds appreciate visually in real-time, and can withdraw

Yield-Farming profits to their personal wallet at their convenience. Funds allocated

to Yield-Farming work perpetually to gain maximum appreciation over time.

Example of Investor Investment Process

STEP 1: The Investor follows a special link to a specific project landing page, where

after quickly and easily registering a new account, he inspects the detailed project

proposal and checks the project’s NFT-backed Social Reputation score and Security

Trust Meter score. The investor may also view feedback and questions from fellow

investors and engage with the project’s existing investment community, as well as

the wider Escrow Protocol community.

STEP 2: When the investor is ready to invest, he deposits funds according to the

funding level selected into escrow in the ESCROW token via his secure personal

wallet, created at user registration. At this point, the investor also selects and

customizes the Yield-Farming options for his investment.

STEP 3: After placing funds in escrow for a specific investment, the investor is

entitled to receive exclusive regular updates on the project’s progress, from the

investment community and internal vetting service. The investor also checks his

ESCROW wallet regularly to claim APY profits from Yield Farming while awaiting

project milestones and completion.
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For Creators (Investment Seekers)

After quickly and easily registering an account on the Escrow Protocol website,

creators looking for funding may set up, publish and promote their project landing

pages on the platform. On the project landing page, the creator provides detailed

project information such as white paper, roadmap, team members, and resources.

The more information the creator provides, the better the project’s chances of

getting listed on the Launchpad. Projects will then set detailed milestones, where

they will set required funding amounts and available funding levels. After all

required information is provided and the project is confirmed for listing by the

ESCROW stakers, the creator may launch the project either publicly or privately,

and the project is available for funding on the Escrow Protocol website.

Once a milestone is reached and verified by the investors, the next funding

allocation is released to the project. The first set of payouts is released from escrow

only to projects that have met or exceeded their funding goal, while the remainder

is held in the Escrow smart contract until the next funding milestone is achieved.

After receiving the first payment, the project is required to utilize the funds as

promised, which in return should lead to a successful completion of the first

milestone, authorizing the release of the second payout. Investors with allocated

voting power in the governance pool of the funded project are authorized to execute

approval or rejection of each milestone, and funds are released only on milestone

approval.

Example guideline for creators
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The safest projects to fund are those who are able to provide detailed information

backed up by proof, including contracts that show where and how the funds will be

allocated.

STEP 1: The creator lists existing assets for the project including team, capital,

partnerships, technologies, patents, and any other resources that generate value in

the proposition. The creator defines development milestones and funding

requirements for each milestone. To prove worth in the eyes of investors, it is highly

recommended to define milestones that are modest, realistic and easily measurable.

STEP 2: Upon accomplishing each milestone in good faith, funding is approved and

released to the creator. To kick the project off quickly and measurably, we

recommend that creators define the first milestone funding level as only a small

proportion of the overall funding target amount. The second milestone and

subsequent milestones are presented for review by investors in the governance

pool, subject to approval contingent upon successful completion of each previous

milestone round.

STEP 3: Completion of the final project milestone and approval by the governance

pool triggers release of the final payment to the creator, leading to a successful

project launch added to the record of the Escrow Protocol platform. Project

compilation triggers automatic payout to investors of all Yield-Farming APY profits,

and all information regarding the funding process and final results is sent to the

participants.

The Escrow platform is not only for newly created projects or ICOs, but also a

platform for projects that have already raised initial funds but seek additional

investment to expand their current business or development. Projects utilizing the

escrow project for additional funding could possibly receive a higher rating or
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acceptance rate by demonstrating their current accomplishment and established

track record.
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Community

The Escrow Protocol platform’s community aspect is vital to its success. The Escrow

Protocol aims to quickly foster a strong and vibrant community of investors and

project creators.

The Escrow Protocol establishes a governance strategy that necessitates three

discrete communities, in addition to members of the internal DevSecOps team who

play a crucial oversight role in the ecosystem as well. It is possible that there will be

some overlap between these communities; for example, an investor may also be

part of the staking community at large.

Staking community

Members of the staking community have staked ESCROW into the Yield-Farming

protocol, and are empowered with governance over the platform commensurate

with the amount of ESCROW they have locked into the staking pool. The staking

pools are in essence a set of NFT-backed contracts which are employed to verify the

amounts any given member has locked in, and to confirm the level of voting power

the user has in community decisions which affect the platform. Members of the

community that actively participate in governance decisions and take on leadership

roles are rewarded with bonuses and APY boosts to encourage robust and healthy

development of the platform.

Holders in the staking community are not required to participate, nor are they

penalized for choosing not to do so. To encourage active participation, holders of
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ESCROW in the Yield-Farming protocols are incentivized to participate in

governance with the prospect of rewards and bonuses in return for their services.

This results in tokenized incentives for those who choose to stake ESCROW and

vote on governance proposals, and contribute to the creation of new proposals.

Investment community

Members of the investment community have invested ESCROW into specific

projects, and are therefore granted governance voting power over aspects of the

project, chiefly milestones as discussed previously. Investors may opt into the

Yield-Farming protocol just like the staking community, and are highly encouraged

to do so. Like members of the staking community, investors are granted voting

power commensurate with the amount of their investment, and active participation

is rewarded, while not required.

The importance of the investment community’s role in the ecosystem cannot be

overstated. At the end of the day, it is the investors themselves who ensure that the

community as a whole sees a return on their investment as promised by the project

creators. The investment community is entitled at any time to raise concerns about

the progress of a given project, and propose and vote on remedies to address them.

Investigation community

The investigation community is key to the Escrow Protocol ecosystem’s pre-emptive

risk protection measures. Before a project qualifies for listing on the Launchpad,

members of the investigation community perform rigorous due diligence to
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determine the project’s viability and credibility, and any and all associated risks with

the investment. Investigators are also charged with assessing the status and

progress of projects post-investment, and recommending community action in cases

where concerns have been raised. Finally, the investigators are tasked with

monitoring the integrity of the platform’s reputation-based rating system and

intervene in cases of misrepresentation or manipulation of scores and feedback

reviews. These members are rewarded with ESCROW Tokens for their contributions

to the investigation community, depending on their level and frequency of

participation.

Escrow Protocol Internal DevSecOps Team

Escrow Protocol employs an internal vetting team to carry out regular and rigorous

DevSecOps (development security operations), providing support to the

investigators and protecting the security and integrity of the platform, its

communities and its investments. DevSecOps team members participate in initial

vetting of projects alongside the investigation community, monitor projects that are

running on the platform, and use white hat tactics to gather evidence and track

down scammers. DevSecOps is also ultimately responsible for Escrow Protocol’s

reputation scoring system and its integrity.
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Platform Expansion

Investor Education

Reliable information about ICOs, their market areas, and their myriad of moving

parts is difficult to come by, and there exists no comprehensive resource for investor

due diligence. The Escrow Protocol platform has firm plans in place to expand its

services in due course to offer a full investment education package, drawn from

expert research and bolstered by the experience and knowledge gathered as the

platform scales up and matures.

Ultimately, the decision whether to invest or not lies squarely with the investor

himself or herself. No amount or manner of risk protection can ever reasonably be

expected to be 100% foolproof. Escrow Protocol holds that in the long run, investor

education will prove to be the most effective tool in supporting high-quality, ethical

ICOs and deterring incompetence and fraud from spoiling the market.

DeFi Funding Platform

While Escrow Protocol’s ultimate goal is to be a fully decentralized protocol, the

governance structure will take some time to develop and grow. Once the ecosystem

is firmly established comprising its various communities, Escrow Protocol will

become a DeFi funding platform that promotes investment with community control.

Ownership, control and governance over the entire protocol will be decentralized

and passed along to the community.
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Anti-Bot Systems

“Pump and dump” schemes have plagued the blockchain since the dawn of ICOs. In

a pump and dump, a small group of actors accumulate stockpiles of a new

cryptocurrency with dubious value prospects, then artificially inflate the coin’s price

through disinformation, leading to a spike in exchange rate, before selling at or

before its peak, leaving subsequent buyers with nothing. Pump and dump schemes

actually far predate the blockchain. As far back as the 1700’s29 there were cases of

market manipulation in which opportunists round up a worthless commodity and

profit by selling it off before the unsuspecting public gets wind of the scheme.

Pump and dump schemes continue to this day in crypto, and are expected to carry

on.

Fortunately, market data carries tell-tale signs of a potential pump and dump

scheme which can be detected early on with the right tools and algorithms.30

Escrow Protocol plans to develop a robust anti-bot system which monitors all

newly launched tokens, to protect the community from pump and dumps, gas

manipulation, and other scams. These measures would effectively block pump and

dumps from the Escrow Protocol platform, and reduce workload on the

investigation community and the DevSecOps team.

30 Ibid.

29 To the moon: defining and detecting cryptocurrency pump-and-dumps,
https://crimesciencejournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s40163-018-0093-5
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Global Expansion

The Escrow Protocol is already laying the groundwork for the establishment of

communities based in Asian, Slavic, Arab and Latin countries.  The goal is to put

Escrow Protocol on the global stage right from the beginning by fostering local

community engagement and serving content relevant to them. After establishing

the Escrow Protocol’s corporate identity for content and media creation, the

platform features and outreach will be localized, translated and fine-tuned to

resonate with the sensibilities of each individual local community.
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Case Of The Humpdays: Don’t Hold Your Breath, The Triton Artificial Gill Ain’t Real Yet,
https://watercraftjournal.com/case-of-the-humpdays-dont-hold-your-breath-the-triton-artificial-gill-
aint-real-yet/
Refunded! Artificial ‘Gills’ Scam Comes Clean,
https://gearjunkie.com/news/refunded-triton-artificial-gills-campaign-update
Crowdfunding scams exploit people's generous desires to help each other,
https://www.southbendtribune.com/story/business/2021/07/16/crowdfunding-scams-prey-generous
-people-who-want-help-others/7954951002/
The Dragonfly Futurefön, https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/the-dragonfly-futurefon--3#/
The crowdfunded phone of the future was a multimillion-dollar scam,
https://www.theverge.com/2019/8/13/20758599/idealfuture-dragonfly-futurefon-indiegogo-crowdf
unding-phone-scam-fraud-case
PledgeMusic Admits Late Payments but Promises, ‘We’re Working Through It’,
https://variety.com/2018/biz/news/pledgemusic-admits-late-payments-but-promises-were-working-
through-it-1202832650/
The Rise and Fall of PledgeMusic  — How the Future of Music Crowdfunding Turned Into a
Nightmare, https://www.digitalmusicnews.com/2019/10/25/rise-and-fall-of-pledgemusic/
PledgeMusic, https://www.pledgemusic.com/
Funded Justice, http://www.fundedjustice.com/
Funded Justice powered by FundRazr,
https://fundrazr.com/pages/funded-justice-legal-crowdfunding
EXID Vietnam Concert Stops After Organizer Lost All The Money,
https://www.koreaboo.com/news/exid-vietnam-concert-stops-after-organizer-lost-all-the-money/
To the moon: defining and detecting cryptocurrency pump-and-dumps,
https://crimesciencejournal.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/s40163-018-0093-5
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Risks

Adherence to All Legal and Regulatory Standards
The purchase of any tokens involves a high degree of risk, including but not limited
to the risks described below. Before purchasing the ESW-PROTOCOL, LDA’s
(“Project”), ESCROW Tokens (“Token”), it is recommended that each participant
carefully weigh all the information and risks detailed in this White Paper, and,
specifically, the following risk factors.

Dependence on Computer Infrastructure
Project’s dependence on functioning software applications, computer hardware and
the Internet implies that Project can offer no assurances that a system failure would
not adversely affect the use of your Project Tokens. Despite Project implementation
of all of our expert and reasonable network security measures, our processing
center servers are to some measure still vulnerable to computer viruses, physical or
electronic break-ins or other disruptions of a similar nature. Computer viruses,
break-ins or other disruptions caused by third parties may result in interruption,
delay or suspension of services, which would limit the use of Project Tokens.

Smart Contract Limitations
Smart contract technology is still in its early stages of development, and its
application is of experimental nature. This may carry significant operational,
technological, regulatory, reputational and financial risks.

Regulatory Risks
The blockchain technology, including but not limited to the issue of tokens, may be
a new concept in some jurisdictions, which may then apply existing regulations or
introduce new regulations regarding blockchain technology-based applications, and
such regulations may conflict with the current Project Token Smart Contract setup
and Project Token concept. This may result in substantial modifications of the
Project Token Smart Contract, including but not limited to its termination and the
loss of Project Tokens as well as a suspension or termination of all Project Token
functions.
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Taxes
Token holders may be required to pay taxes associated with transactions involving
Project Tokens. It is the sole responsibility of the token holder to comply with the
tax laws of the relevant jurisdiction and pay all required taxes.

Force Majeure
Project’s performance may be interrupted, suspended or delayed due to force
majeure circumstances. For the purposes of this White Paper, force majeure shall
mean extraordinary events and circumstances which could not be prevented by
Project or its management and shall include: acts of nature, wars, armed conflicts,
mass civil disorders, industrial actions, epidemics, lockouts, slowdowns, prolonged
shortage or other failures of energy supplies or communication service, acts of
municipal, state or federal governmental agencies, other circumstances beyond
Project’s control.

Disclosure of Information
Personal information received from Project Token holders, the information about the
number of tokens owned, the wallet addresses used, and any other relevant
information may be disclosed to law enforcement, government officials, and other
third parties when Project is required to disclose such information by law,
subpoena, or court order. The Project shall at no time be held responsible for such
information disclosure.

Governing Law and Jurisdiction
Governing law and court of jurisdiction of the conditions above (“Terms”) comply
with the laws and regulations of Portugal and shall be interpreted and executed
under the laws of Portugal. Disputes arising between parties concerning these
Terms, their subject, or effectivity shall be resolved in the courts of Portugal.

Value of Project Token
Once purchased, the value of Project Token may significantly fluctuate due to
various reasons. The Project does not guarantee any specific value of the Project
Token over any specific period of time. The Project shall not be held responsible for
any change in the value of the Project Token. Assumptions with respect to the
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foregoing involve, among other things, judgments about the future economic,
competitive and market conditions and business decisions, most of which are
beyond the control of the Project team and therefore difficult or impossible to
accurately predict.
Please note that the Project and/or Project Token may be subject to risks not
foreseen by its team at this time.
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